
“Operation Mask-Lift” 

We all know that a successful operation requires teamwork ..first someone to conceive of the idea and have the passion to pursue 

it; second someone has to support the idea and have the compassion to fund it; last someone has to implement the idea and have 

the capability to complete it.  That’s exactly the combination that came together for Operation Mask-Lift which will result in over 

250,000 KN-95 masks being purchased, produced, received, re-packed and delivered from China to Chicago area hospitals in less 

than week from start to finish! 

The passion of Operation Mask-Lift came John Wood and Amy Powell who reside in Hong Kong.  John is the founder of Room to 

Read, an NGO that has provided libraries and reading materials throughout developing world.  John is a former Microsoft employee 

who, after a hiking trip to Nepal, became convinced he should serve the underserved by creating learning libraries for young people 

starting in Nepal.  Through his efforts, Room to Read has raised over $600 million over the past 20 years and has used it to create 

over 30,000 learning libraries or “rooms to read”.   So, when John read about the shortage of personal protective equipment for the 

healthcare workers in his home country the U.S.A., he flew into action; John’s motto is “GSD” which refers to “Get Stuff Done”! 

Within a day, John located a manufacturer of KN-95 masks and determined that they could provide 200,000 masks which he started 

ordering within days. 

So, John reached out to his long-time friends and supporters, Jim Kastenholz and Jennifer Steans, Partner of Concentric Equity 

Partners.  John knew that Jim and Jennifer and their family are highly compassionate to the needs of the underserved in our global 

community based upon their previous work together.  Jim and Jennifer graciously agreed to contribute to underwriting the cost of 

the masks and enrolled their partners from Concentric to help the plan take shape.  

Concentric partner Ian Ross called Sarah Wuellner, a partner with Promus Equity, who manages their investment in Quality Control 

Corporation (QCC), which has manufacturing locations in Harwood Heights and Schiller Park, IL.   Sarah Wuellner quickly determined 

that QCC could indeed help with the receiving, re-packing and distribution of the masks to area hospitals.  QCC’s CEO, Jon Goreham, 

jumped at the chance to deploy QCC’s capable team, knowing they would be blessed by having a hand in protecting the safety of 

our city’s healthcare heroes! 

It's great when plan comes together …the passion to see the need and to seize the opportunity, the compassion to support it, and 

the calm capability to help follow it through to a successful outcome!  

 

QCC and Concentric Equity team members delivering 20,000 KN-95 masks at Swedish Covenant Hospital April 10, 2020. 


